
 Resources and Taster Activities 
Get ready for a successful start! 

 
 

Subject:  Sociology 

Subject Context: A Level Sociology AQA Specification 

Reading List: 

AQA Sociology for A-level Book 1 Paperback – 2015 
by David Bown, Laura Pountney, Tomislav Maric 
 
AQA Sociology for A-level Book 2 Paperback –2016 
by David Bown, Laura Pountney, Tomislav Maric, Natalie Meadows 
 

Essential resources 
or equipment required 
for the course:   

Folder(s), dividers, A4 lined paper, highlighters, post-it notes, pens 

Taster Activity: 

Task 1: Debates and views. Sociology involves exploring themes 
and ideas from a range different angles and evidence.  
 
 
 ‘There is enough wealth in the world for 

everyone to be a millionaire’ 
How does this statement make you feel? 

Should wealth be more equally distributed? 

 
 ‘Crime can benefit society’ 
Identify ways crime can be positive? Identify 
ways this statement can be criticised. 

 
 
 
Task 2: British culture. Culture is defined as the way of life of a 
group of people or society.  
 
Create a montage of British culture—either electronically (iMovie or 
Microsoft Stream are very good, include a soundtrack!) or on paper 
(Hint: use old magazines and newspapers if you have them and 
artistic talent). You should include as many different aspects of 
culture as you can, the following will give you some ideas: 
  
 
Food and drinks            Work                    Fashion                  
Religion 
Hobbies                        Advertising           Technology            Media 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/David-Bown/e/B00JOD7IOK/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Laura+Pountney&text=Laura+Pountney&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_3?ie=UTF8&field-author=Tomislav+Maric&text=Tomislav+Maric&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/David-Bown/e/B00JOD7IOK/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_2?ie=UTF8&field-author=Laura+Pountney&text=Laura+Pountney&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_3?ie=UTF8&field-author=Tomislav+Maric&text=Tomislav+Maric&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_4?ie=UTF8&field-author=Natalie+Meadows&text=Natalie+Meadows&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books-uk
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Consider: How have they become part of British culture? Are they 
just British? Have these elements evolved over time or from other 
cultures? How? Why? 
 
 
Task 3: Researching society. Sociology involves researching human 
behaviour and society. Identify methods and techniques that could 
be used to investigate people, society and behaviour. 

Resources needed to 
complete the activity: Paper and pen, internet access 

Estimated time 
required to complete 
the activity: 

1.5  

How you could extend 
your learning:  

www.tutor2u.net 
www.britsoc.co.uk 

htps://revisesociology.com/ 
htps://senecalearning.com/en-GB/ 

htps://quizlet.com/ 

 
 

http://www.tutor2u.net/
http://www.britsoc.co.uk/
https://revisesociology.com/
https://senecalearning.com/en-GB/
https://quizlet.com/
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